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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

When Norway’s Statoil launched its business support unit, Global Business 
Services (GBS), in 2001, it quickly created and implemented a cascade of bal-
anced scorecards for three levels: 

1. GBS

2. Functional shared services lines (such as finance) 

3. Departmental levels 

Scorecards at each level contain five perspectives shared throughout the enterprise. 
Led by Rune Skjæveland, vice president of strategy, finance and control, GBS is work-
ing toward becoming a world-class provider of business services by 2010. To that end, 
the company also ties the balanced scorecard to individual performance, including 
bonuses.

BACKGROUND

The balanced scorecard is a strategy management and implementation system 
that comprises a strategy map and an accompanying scorecard of strategic mea-
sures, targets and initiatives. An example of a generic balanced scorecard strategy 
map is shown in Fig. 1. The scorecard system is typically collocated according to 
four performance perspectives:

• Financial: To succeed financially, how should we appear to our shareholders? To succeed financially, how should we appear to our shareholders? T

• Customer: To achieve our vision, how should we appear to our customers?To achieve our vision, how should we appear to our customers?T

• Internal process: To satisfy our shareholders and customers, at what business To satisfy our shareholders and customers, at what business T
processes must we excel?

• Learning and growth: To achieve our vision, how will we sustain our ability to 
change and improve?

Integrated oil and gas provider Statoil put its first scorecard in place in the mid- 
1990s and has successfully used it at multiple organizational levels ever since. 
Indeed, the organization now has more than 700 active scorecards enterprise-wide 
from corporate down to departmental and team levels. For most employees, incen-
tive compensation is also tied to performance based on the scorecard.
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IMPLEMENTING A GLOBAL BUSINESS SERVICES SCORECARD

Statoil created its first shared services scorecard in 2001 when it centralized parts of IT 
and other functions. From this fledgling beginning, the company ultimately launched 
Global Business Services (GBS) in August 2006. 

With 1,700 employees, GBS comprises five functions: finance, IT, HR, admin-
istrative procurement and facilities management. Presently, about 300 staffers are 
deployed within the finance shared services center but Statoil plans to increase this 
number by mid-2007 when a further 120 employees will be brought in to handle the 
organization’s growing market share of back-office services.

Rune Skjæveland, who has responsibility for strategy, finance and control for GBS, 
explains that growing internal market share is crucial if the center is to realize its 
ambitions of becoming a world-class provider of business services by 2010. 

“We outlined a program for becoming world-class and will use the balanced 
scorecard to get there,” says Skjæveland. Hackett research finds that use of bal-
anced scorecards is much higher for world-class service center organizations 
(SSO) than for peer-group companies with SSOs (Fig 2).

Source: The Hackett Group, 2007
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Within the SSO, there are three levels where scorecards are aligned: the GBS, 
function and department levels (Fig. 3). Each is equally committed to the 2010 
ambition, which serves as the anchor for aligned scorecard development.

What the Statoil/GBS scorecard system looks like
Most conventional templates call for four perspectives (or views, as they are 
also called). Within GBS (and throughout Statoil), there are five, including 
safety and environment. It is not unusual for organizations in industries 
such as oil and gas to include this or similar elements.

1. Financial

2. Market (essentially customer)

3. Operational (essentially process)

4. Health, Safety and Environment

5. People and Organization 

FIG. 3
Percent of finance organizations 
with an SSC that use a balanced 
scorecard, 2005
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FIG. 3
Balanced scorecards, with fi ve perspectives, are in place at each level within the GBS 

Ambition: To become a world-class provider of business services by 2010

FIG. 2  
Percent of fi nance organizations 
with an SSC that use a balanced 
scorecard, 2007
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Each perspective has three parts, in keeping with the enterprise norm:
1. Strategic objectives (the strategy map) 

2. Strategic measures or key performance indicators and targets 

3. Initiatives or action programs 

Skjæveland explains that Statoil followed a prescribed methodology for creating 
the GBS scorecard. “We start with setting the ambition, as that provides the stra-
tegic objectives, which we developed next. Then we created the KPIs and targets. 
Finally, we decided upon the action plans and initiatives,” he says.

Examples of strategic objectives
The following are a few examples of strategic goals Skjæveland used to support 
scorecard views at the GBS level:

•  Financial: “To enable Statoil businesses to create value” 

•  Market: “To be recognized as a world-class shared service provider”

•  Operational: “To deliver business services according to agreed service level 
agreements” 

•  Health, Safety and Environment: “To develop hands-on leadership and 
improved personal behavior”

•  People and Organization: “To develop a performance-based culture for the 
GBS organization” 

Examples of strategic measures
•  Financial: KPIs and targets focused on a Statoil-wide cost savings program; 

unit costs for several services

•  Market: Customer and user surveys (i.e., instance satisfaction surveys for 
users of help desk and self-service solutions) 

•  Operational: Metrics around systems availability and Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) 
compliance; progress in projects; incident resolution time

•  Health, Safety and Environment: Total recordable injury frequency (used 
mostly for facility management)

•  People and Organization: An annual global survey including ratings for 
areas such as “achieving the performance culture” and “ensuring the organi-
zation has the requisite skills and capabilities”

THE SCORECARD CASCADE AT STATOIL AND GBS
At the finance shared services level, the ambition is the same as that at the 
GBS level and so, broadly, are the strategic objectives. At the KPI level, met-
rics will better capture how the finance shared services organization supports 
the GBS objectives. For instance, in the finance shared services function, 
there are KPIs around the number of serious audit remarks and the SOX fail-
ure rate. More financial-specific metrics are also included, such as account 
reconciliations within deadline. 
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At the finance departmental level, there is even greater finance specificity. Finance At the finance departmental level, there is even greater finance specificity. Finance At
is divided into accounting, controlling support, finance supply chain and taxes. 
Here we find more granular KPIs, such as automation of invoices within the 
accounting department scorecard and, within the financial supply chain scorecard, 
cash forecast accuracy and supplier payments on time.

Throughout Statoil, there is greater specificity at the lower organization level. This 
broadens as we rise up the shared service organization until we reach the world-
class vision of 2010 at the GBS level. The scorecard is Statoil’s core tool for align-
ing performance from the corporate level all the way down to the team level – a 
classic scorecard cascade.

Managing the cascaded scorecards is made simpler through a Web-based solution 
built in-house. This, Skjæveland states, is an efficient, accurate and user-friendly Skjæveland states, is an efficient, accurate and user-friendly Skjæveland
tool that helps the organization track progress toward its scorecard goals and, ulti-
mately, its ambition.

LINKING THE SCORECARD TO INCENTIVE COMPENSATION

The cascade’s power is furthered through its being linked to every employee’s goals 
and to the incentive-compensation system for those receiving bonuses. “We pay on “We pay on “We
delivery of KPI and initiatives,” says Skjæveland. “But a crucial part of the people 
evaluation process is that we give scores, tied to the bonus, based on what each person 
delivers and how they deliver – so there is an important behavioral component.” 

CHALLENGES

According to Skjæveland, the major benefit of using the scorecard system is that it 
enables managers to prioritize performance behind the listed objectives that will propel 
the SSO to its ultimate ambition. But he admits there are some challenges, in particular 
around metric selection. “It can be difficult to find and define the KPIs that really reflect 
the main drivers of success,” he says. “You cannot have 100 KPIs for each perspective. 
You need to identify the critical few metrics that support the critical few objectives.”

But Skjæveland points out that organizations often forget that the “I” in KPI stands 
for indicator. “It is only an indication of whether or not the organization is progress-
ing toward its strategic objectives, and is not a goal in itself,” he says. “So, in Statoil we 
de-emphasize KPIs and heighten objectives and actions. And that’s how ambitions are 
attained.”

LOOKING AHEAD 
Skjæveland says that there will be concerted efforts to make the scorecard easier for 
internal customers to understand and, therefore, a better gauge of performance for 
GBS and the aligned shared services organizations. Interestingly, he sees this evolve-
ment as less about GBS being customer-focused and more about partnership. “We are 
not talking about an external customer-supplier relationship,” he says. “It’s more of a 
partnership where we need to cooperate to achieve group optimization. We should be 
able to look into each other’s scorecards and find solutions that are more relevant for 
the optimization of work. Siloed working does not optimize work, so neither will the optimization of work. Siloed working does not optimize work, so neither will the optimization of work. Siloed work
siloed scorecards.”
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